FAIRPORT’s first
First in Compaction. Fairport is no new-comer to compaction, our roots in compaction can be traced back to the
1920’s.
First in Design. Our engineers have pioneered innovations to give modern machines, higher performance, greater
safety, increased reliability and reduced costs.
First Choice. Continuous product development, range expansion and a focus on providing excellent customer
service has made us a ﬁrst choice supplier. More Hire Companies, Contractors, Utilities, Re-sellers, Military and
Exporters are turning to Fairport.
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for hire,
for contracting,
for getting the job done!
FAIRPORT’s first

the compaction range

FPC Low HAV Compactors

FPL
320
mm
Honda 3HP

For high productivity compaction of sub-bases and asphalt without exposing operators
to excessive harmful vibrations.

500

mm
Honda 5.5HP

450

mm
Honda 5.5HP

400

mm
Honda 5.5HP

350

mm
Honda 5.5HP

320mm

Honda 3HP

FPCL Plate Compactors

Valued by hire companies and contractors for their versatility, reliability
and familiar configuration.

350mm

Honda 5.5HP

400mm

Honda 5.5HP

FPR Reversible Plate Compactors

High production compaction on sand, gravel, cohesive soils and bituminous materials. Smooth and precise operation with
hydraulic forward to reverse or “on the spot” control. Built with an emphasis on reliability and long service life, an FPR wont let you down.

40 /25 H

cm
kN
Honda 5.5 HP
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40cm/25 kN Diesel
Lombardini 3.5HP

50 /30 H

cm
kN
Honda 6.5 HP

50 /30 D

cm
kN iesel
Lombardini 7.5HP

60 /40 D

cm
kN iesel
Lombardini 11HP

450

mm
Honda 5.5HP

500mm

Honda 5.5HP

PP Traditional Plates

Popular compactors with a reputation for excellent
performance, high quality and longevity.

33

cm
Honda 3HP

33

cm
Honda 4HP

46

cm
Honda 5.5HP

193

(460mm)
Honda 5.5HP

FVR
Single Vibratory Roller
The roller size and weight of choice for road repair

FPR
Tamping Rammer
Re-defining the standards for rammers, high power,

580mm 185Kg Honda 5.5HP

60kg 260mm (opt. 150mm) foot

and reinstatement contractors. Quality components
and precision engineering for the reliability and
performance road gangs need.

excellent reliability and great economy. As a robust,
full featured performer, this rammer makes a sound
addition to any fleet.
Honda 3HP
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